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Adventure Time: Finn 
& Jake Investigations
© 2015 LittLe Orbit
Five playable ‘episodes’ are tied 

together by a mysterious common theme and 
rousing epilogue Innovative gameplay by 
exploration. Solve puzzles using logic and 
humor. Players ‘live’ in each episodes of the show 
and have full character movement within each 
location. Rated E10.
3DS-LO151001 3DS  $30
P3-LO151001 PlayStation 3 $40
P4-LO151001 PlayStation 4 $50
WU-LO151001 Wii U  $40
X1-LO151001 Xbox One $50
X3-LO151001 Xbox 360  $40

Agatha Christie: The 
ABC Murders
© 2016 KaLypsO Media
Adapted from the classic Agatha 
Christie novels, The ABC Murders is 

an adventure and investigation game, offering 
sharp-minded gamers the chance to step into the 
shoes of Hercule Poirot. Join the famous detective 
as he attempts to unmask the elusive murderer 
known as “ABC” by solving puzzles, and 
exploring crime scenes, rendered stylishly in cel-
shaded, real-time 3D. To solve the case, players 
will have to talk to characters, gather evidence. 
and solve challenging puzzles in order to collect 
clues and piece together the mystery and bring 
this murderer to justice. Rated T.
KM160201 DVR/HYB $30
P4-KM160201 PlayStation 4 $40
X1-KM160201 Xbox One $40

Alekhine’s Gun 
© 2015 MaxiMuM GaMes
You are Agent Alekhine, a highly 
skilled Russian assassin working 
alongside American CIA agents 

during the Cold War. As the tension of a nuclear 
standoff grows with each passing minute, the fate 
of America -- and quite possibly the world -- lies 
within your hands. With conspirators at every 
corner, you must lead a covert operation that 
could change the course of history. Rated M.
MX151109 DVR/WIN $50
P4-MX151109 PlayStation 4 $50
X1-MX151109 Xbox One $50

Arslan: The Warriors 
of Legend
© 2016 KOei
The young crown prince of Pars, 
Arslan, is forced out of his kingdom 

when his father, the King, is betrayed and 
defeated and his domain conquered. Arslan and 
his few companions must re-assemble an army 
and fight against overwhelming odds to regain 
his throne and liberate his kingdom. Rated T.
P4-KO160202 PlayStation 4 $60
X1-KO160202 Xbox One $60

Assassin’s Creed 
Chronicles
© 2016 ubisOft
Follow three legendary Assassins in 
their journeys of revenge, retribution 

and redemption in a stunning reimagining of the 
Assassin’s Creed universe. Slay from the shadows, 
master the art of parkour, and take the leap of 
faith in this series of action-adventure platform 
games presented as a collection of spectacular 
living paintings. Assassin’s Creed Chronicles takes 
players to three distinct civilizations and periods 
throughout history including the Ming dynasty 
at the start of its downfall, the Sikh Empire as it 
prepares for war in India, and the aftermath of 
the Red October revolution. Rated T.
P4-UB160203 PlayStation 4 $30
X1-UB160203 Xbox One $30

Assassin’s Creed 
Syndicate 
© 2015 ubisOft
Welcome to the family. London, 1868. 
The Industrial Revolution fattens the 

purses of the privileged while the working class 
struggles to survive until an Assassin emerges 
from the underworld to rally to their defense. 
Rise to lead the world’s first organized crime 
family. Conquer the streets of London. Bring 
the ruling class to their knees. Make history in 
a visceral adventure unlike any game you’ve 
played before. Rated M.
P4-UB151000 PlayStation 4 $60
X1-UB151000 Xbox One $60

Back to the Future: The 
Game 30th Anniversary
© 2015 teLLtaLe GaMes
Six months after the events of Back to 
the Future Part III, the DeLorean Time 

Machine mysteriously returns to Hill Valley-
driverless! Now, Marty must go back to 1931 to 
recruit the help of a reluctant teenage Emmett 
Brown in order to save 1985’s Doc from certain 
death. Can they repair the rifts of the past without 
accidentally erasing the future? Rated T.
P4-TT151002 PlayStation 4 $20
X1-TT151002 Xbox One $20
X3-TT151002 Xbox 360  $20

Barbie and Her Sisters: 
Puppy Rescue
© 2015 LittLe Orbit
Barbie is the world’s only brand 

that allows girls to imagine themselves as a 
mermaid to a movie star, a fairy to a fashionista, a 
princess to a president. In this first Barbie console 
game, you can find lost puppies around Barbie’s 
hometown and solve clues to rescue dogs! 
Rated E.
3DS-LO151108 3DS  $30
WI-LO151108 Wii  $30
WU-LO151108 Wii U  $40
X3-LO151108 Xbox 360  $40

Borderlands Triple Pack
© 2015 2K GaMes
Shoot and loot as you explore the 
mayhem-filled world of Borderlands 
across all three critically acclaimed 

games! Experience the award-winning series, 
including the mayhem of Borderlands, Handsome 
Jack’s rise to power in Borderlands: The Pre-Sequel, 
and his reign as maniacal Hyperion CEO in 
Borderlands 2. Rated M.
P3-TK151107 PlayStation 3 $50
X3-TK151107 Xbox 360 $50

Call of Duty: Black 
Ops 3
© 2015 activisiOn
Call of Duty: Black Ops III deploys 
its players into a future where bio-

technology has enabled a new breed of Black Ops 
soldier. Players are now always on and always 
connected to the intelligence grid and their 
fellow operatives during battle. In a world more 
divided than ever, this elite squad consists of men 
and women who have enhanced their combat 
capabilities to fight faster, stronger, and smarter. 
Every soldier has to make difficult decisions and 
visit dark places in this engaging, gritty narrative. 
Rated M.
AC151104  DVR/WIN $60
P3-AC151104 PlayStation 3 $50
P4-AC151104 PlayStation 4 $60
X1-AC151104 Xbox One $60
X3-AC151104 Xbox 360  $50

Code: Realize Guardian 
of Rebirth  
© 2015 aKsys
Restricted to an abandoned mansion 
on the outskirts of London in 

fulfillment of a promise to her father, lonely 
Cardia lives day to day isolated from the world. 
Her body carries a deadly poison that rots or 
melts anything her skin touches, prompting 
the locals to call her a “monster.” Her last 
conversation with her father two years ago, 
telling her to stay out of sight and never fall in 
love, is the furthest back she can remember. 
Rated T.
PV-AK151003 PlayStation Vita $40

Corpse Party: Blood 
Drive Everafter Edition
© 2015 xseed
Corpse Party: Blood Drive is the final 
installment of the story that began 

with Corpse Party and continued in Corpse Party: 
Book of Shadows. Players take direct control of a 
character or party of characters and explore the 
ruins of Heavenly Host Elementary and other 
locations from a top-down 3D perspective. Along 
the way, they’ll be dodging or disarming traps, 
running from malicious entities, solving puzzles 
and directly interacting with the environment to 
trigger visual novel-style cut scenes that advance 
the story and lead to one of many endings, with 
very few of them being happy. Rated M.
PV-XS151004 PlayStation Vita $50
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Darksiders 2: 
Deathinitive Edition
© 2015 nOrdic GaMes
What starts with War, ends in Death. 
Awakened by the End of Days, Death, 

the most feared of the legendary Four Horsemen, 
embarks upon a quest to restore mankind, and 
redeem his brother’s name. Along the way, the 
Horseman discovers that there are far worse 
things than an earthly Apocalypse, and that an 
ancient grudge may threaten all of Creation. 
Customize your experience with varied armor 
sets, weapons, and skill trees allowing players 
to create their own Death. Explore a vast open 
world, complete dozens of side quests and 
customize your Death with a full leveling system, 
skill trees and endless equipment combinations. 
Death is a nimble and agile character capable of 
incredible acrobatic feats allowing the player to 
explore the world like never before. Rated M.
P4-NG151005 PlayStation 4 $30
X1-NG151005 Xbox One $30

Deadpool
© 2015 activisiOn
This action-adventure game is based 
on characters from the Deadpool comic 
book franchise. Players assume the 

role of Deadpool, a mercenary on a mission to 
hunt down and capture an evil millionaire. As 
players traverse enemy strongholds, they use an 
assortment of melee weapons (swords, sais, giant 
hammers) and firearms (pistols, machine guns, 
shotguns) to kill human soldiers and mutant 
enemies. Rated M.
P4-AC151106 PlayStation 4 $50
X1-AC151106 Xbox One $50

Dengeki Bunko: 
Fighting Climax  
© 2015 seGa
Get ready for a dream duel of epic 
proportions in Dengeki Bunko: Fighting 

Climax, a 2D fighting game featuring an all-star 
cast of popular characters from Dengeki Bunko 
novels set against Sega-themed worlds. This 
game features a fighting system that is both easily 
understood yet complex in depth catering to 
veterans and newcomers alike. Rated T.
PV-SG151006 PlayStation Vita $30
P3-SG151006 PlayStation 3 $40

Digimon Story: Cyber 
Sleuth
© 2016 naMcO
Set in the near future, the line 
between the real and digital worlds 

is blurred. Logging into cyberspace is part of 
everyday life. For one teenager, a harmless 
on-line chat spawns a chance encounter with a 
mysterious hacker. Little did this teen know, this 
brief meeting would lead to a Digi-monumental 
adventure. In Digimon Story: Cyber Sleuth, 
scan, raise, and train your faithful Digimon 
companions to battle by your side against a group 
of hackers. Do you have what it takes to crack this 
Digi-case? Rated T.
P4-NM160204 PlayStation 4 $60

Disgaea 5: Alliance of 
Vengeance
© 2015 nis aMerica
The sixth home console entry to the 
legendary Disgaea series tells a tale of 

revenge, and of rebellion. As a new and terrible 
Overlord named Void Dark seeks to enslave the 
countless Netherworlds, one young demon has 
stood to end his reign-Killia. In Disgaea 5 , players 
lead Killia and his tenacious army of rebels on 
their dark and dangerous path to vengeance. 
Filled with more over-the-top action and hilarious 
writing than ever before, Disgaea 5’s damage 
numbers are surely headed for the record books. 
Rated T.
P4-NS151007 PlayStation 4 $60

Divinity: Original Sin 
Enhanced Edition
© 2015 MaxiMuM GaMes
Embark upon a journey with up to 

three companions as you bend the very fabric of 
time, where what seems like the case of a simple 
murder unravels into hours of quests facing 
fiendish foes, magical polymorphs, and dastardly 
bosses. As a Source Hunter, master the elements 
and use the environment to your advantage in 
dynamic combats mixing weather and magic to 
explode, poison, electrify, freeze and burn your 
enemies! Rated M.
P4-MX151008 PlayStation 4 $60
X1-MX151008 Xbox One $60

Dragon Ball Z: Extreme 
Butoden
© 2015 Namco
Dragon Ball Z fighting returns 

with fast-paced, hard-hitting action in Dragon 
Ball Z: Extreme Butoden! Featuring over 100 
characters from the Dragon Ball Z universe, feel 
the destructive power of bone-crushing blows as 
you execute and chain together multi-hit combos. 
Command character specific move-sets and 
unleash epic Super Moves to deal devastating 
damage! Rated T.
3DS-NM151009 3DS $30

Dragon Quest Heroes: 
The World Tree’s Woe 
and the Blight Below
© 2015 square enix

When a dark shockwave sweeps through the city 
of Arba, the monsters that once lived alongside 
the people in peace are driven into a frenzied 
rage. As either the hero Luceus or the heroine 
Aurora, the player joins forces with a cast of 
fan favorites from previous Dragon Quest titles, 
such as Alena, Bianca and Yangus, to bring the 
rampaging hordes of monsters to their senses. 
Rated T.
P4-SE151010 PlayStation 4 $60

Dying Light: Following 
Enhanced Edition
© 2016 Warner brOs.
Dying Light: The Following Enhanced 

Edition takes parkour-fueled zombie survival to 
a whole new level. Enjoy the definitive Dying 
Light experience with the brand-new Legend 
system, improved visuals, major gameplay 
enhancements, and more. This package comes 
with all the available bonus content, including Be 
the Zombie, Cuisine & Cargo, Ultimate Survivor 
Bundle, and The Bozak Horde. Last but not least, 
travel beyond the walls of Harran to discover 
a vast, dangerous new region in Dying Light: 
The Following, a massive story-based expansion 
that brings mysterious characters, deadly 
new weapons, unexpected quests, and fully 
customizable and drivable dirt buggies. Rated M.
P4-WB160205 PlayStation 4 $60
X1-WB160205 Xbox One $60

Earth Defense Force 2: 
Invaders from Planet 
Space
© 2015 xseed
Invaders from Planet Space is an 

expanded remake of the second entry in the 
acclaimed action series. Players take on the 
role of a “Ranger” military soldier armed with 
conventional weaponry, a “Pale Wing” special 
ops soldier equipped with a jetpack and armed 
with energy weapons, or new to this version, an 
“Air Raider,” who fights indirectly through the 
strategic placement and dispatch of trip mines, 
sentry guns, air strikes and more. Players must 
fend off the invaders in each mission area, either 
alone or with up to three friends, through frenetic 
real-time combat set in real-life locations. 
Rated M.
PV-XS151011 PlayStation Vita $30
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Earth Defense Force 4.1: 
Shadow of New Despair
© 2015 xseed
Play as the versatile Ranger, the flying 
Wing Diver, the vehicle-summoning 

Air Raider, or the armored Fencer, each with 
unique gear and abilities. Choose from hundreds 
of weapons and vehicles as you fire man-portable 
cannons, call in airstrikes, drive tanks, pilot 
jetpacks, or get behind the controls of your very 
own giant robot. Rated T.
P4-XS151203 PlayStation 4 $50

The Elder Scrolls 
Online: Tamriel 
Unlimited
© 2015 bethesda
In The Elder Scrolls Online, experience 

one connected world and stay up to date with 
everything your friends are doing in one of 
the most socially enabled games ever. Use any 
weapon at any time, no matter your class, and 
customize your abilities to play the way you 
want as you uncover the mysteries of Tamriel and 
seek heroic quests on your own terms. Explore 
the far reaches of Skyrim, the mysterious lands 
of Morrowind, the sprawling metropolis of 
Daggerfall and beyond. The choices you make, 
from the alliance you join to the battles you fight, 
will shape your destiny and the world of Tamriel. 
Rated M.
P4-BD150601 PlayStation 4 $60
X1-BD150601 Xbox One $60

Evolve: Ultimate Edition
© 2015 2K GaMes
Experience the thrill of the hunt. 
Play as all four hunters, swapping 
between each class instantly in the 

heat of battle, or sharpen your monster skills 
by hunting down the team. Every role is vital 
and teamwork is key in surviving an encounter 
with the monster.  Whether you play as Assault, 
Trapper, Medic or Support, with five characters in 
each class, there is a Hunter for every play style. 
Rated M.
P4-TK151122 PlayStation 4 $60
X1-TK151122 Xbox One $60

Fallout 4  
© 2015 bethesda
As the sole survivor of Vault 111, you 
enter a world destroyed by nuclear 
war. Every second is a fight for 

survival, and every choice is yours. Only you can 
rebuild and determine the fate of the Wasteland. 
Welcome home. Rated M.
BS151105  DVR/WIN $60
P4-BS151105 PlayStation 4 $60
X1-BS151105 Xbox One $60

Far Cry Primal
© 2016 ubisOft
Welcome to the Stone Age, a time of 
omnipresent danger and limitless 
adventure, where giant woolly 

mammoths and saber-toothed tigers rule the 
Earth, and humanity is at the bottom of the food 
chain. As the last survivor of your tribe, you will 
learn to craft a deadly arsenal, fend off fierce 
predators, and outsmart enemies to conquer Oros 
and save mankind. Rated M.
P4-UB160206 PlayStation 4 $60
X1-UB160206 Xbox One $60

Final Fantasy Explorers
© 2016 square enix 
Final Fantasy Explorers focuses on 
cooperative play with friends and 

utilizes a refined party system allowing Explorers 
to master over twenty new and familiar jobs, 
including Knight, Monk, Black Mage, and White 
Mage, to defeat the realm’s mightiest monsters 
and even recruit them for battle. Players will have 
the ability to call upon the powers of eidolons like 
I frit and Bahamut, as well as transform into other 
legendary characters from the Final Fantasy series 
via the Trance feature. The world is on the brink 
of war over its reserves of crystals, the planet’s 
chief source of power. Players must band together 
to form an elite squad of Explorers on an island 
rich in crystals, braving hordes of monsters in 
hopes of conquering a newly discovered Grand 
Crystal, every Explorer’s dream. Rated E10.
3DS-SE160108 3DS  $40

Fire Emblem Fates: 
Birthright
© 2016 nintendO
Two versions of the franchise’s 

new installment offer players an unprecedented 
choice: fight an opposing force or join the other 
side and try to make changes from within. For 
the first time in the series, players take on the role 
of the main character and command an army, 
while struggling to decide which path to follow: 
helping blood relatives or the family that raised 
him or her. Rated T.
3DS-ND160207 3DS  $40

Fire Emblem Fates: 
Conquest
© 2016 nintendO
Two kingdoms are on the brink of 

war. Whose side will you choose? Torn between 
two families, you’re an heir of Hoshido, raised by 
Nohrian royals. If you walk the path of Conquest, 
you must fight to change your misguided 
kingdom from within. Command warriors with 
expert precision and forge deep relationships to 
master this turn-based strategy game. Rated T.
3DS-ND160208 3DS  $40

Game of Thrones -- A 
Telltale Games Series
© 2015 u&i entertainMent
Telltale’s Game of Thrones is set in the 
world of HBO’s groundbreaking TV 

show. This new story tells of House Forrester, a 
noble family from the north of Westeros, loyal 
to the Starks of Winterfell. Caught up in the 
events surrounding the War of the Five Kings, 
they are thrown into a maelstrom of bloody 
warfare, revenge, intrigue, and horror as they 
fight to survive while the seven kingdoms tear 
themselves apart. Rated M.
P3-UI151134 PlayStation 3 $30
P4-UI151134 PlayStation 4 $30
X1-UI151134 Xbox One $30
X3-UI151134 Xbox 360  $30

Grand Theft Auto: San 
Andreas
© 2015 taKe 2
Five years ago, Carl Johnson escaped 
from the pressures of life in Los 

Santos, San Andreas, a city tearing itself apart 
with gang trouble, drugs and corruption. Where 
filmstars and millionaires do their best to avoid 
the dealers and gangbangers. Now, it’s the early 
90’s. Carl’s got to go home. His mother has 
been murdered, his family has fallen apart and 
his childhood friends are all heading towards 
disaster. On his return to the neighborhood, a 
couple of corrupt cops frame him for homicide. 
CJ is forced on a journey that takes him across the 
entire state of San Andreas, to save his family and 
to take control of the streets. Rated M.
P3-TK151205 PlayStation 3 $20

Gravity Falls: Legend of 
the Gnome Gemulets
© 2015 ubisOft
A crisis has engulfed the Gnome 

kingdom! Playing as Mabel and Dipper, you must 
help Jeff the gnome retrieve the ancient Gnome 
Gemulets to restore the forest’s magic! Equipped 
with enchanted gnome weapons, fight off strange 
new creatures, defeat monstrous bosses, and 
solve puzzles in new and mysterious areas of 
Gravity Falls. Meet characters like Soos, Grunkle 
Stan, Old Man McGucket, and others along the 
way in this fun action-packed game for all ages. 
Rated E.
3DS-UB151012 3DS  $30
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Halo 5: Guardians
© 2015 MicrOsOft
A mysterious and unstoppable force 
threatens the galaxy, the Master Chief 
is missing and his loyalty questioned. 

Experience the most dramatic Halo story to date 
in a 4-player cooperative epic that spans three 
worlds. Challenge friends and rivals in new 
multiplayer modes: Warzone, massive 24-player 
battles, and Arena, pure 4-vs-4 competitive 
combat. Rated T.
X1-MS151003 Xbox One $60

Hasbro Family Fun Pack
© 2015 ubisOft
Hasbro Family Fun Pack is a brand-new 
compilation of endless fun. Family 
game nights have been reinvented, 

providing hours of entertainment with four 
classic titles. With modern twists and exciting 
new ways to play, your favorite Hasbro games 
have never been more enjoyable! Four classic 
titles in one bundle: Monopoly, Risk, Scrabble, 
Trivial Pursuit. Rated E10.
P4-UB151200 PlayStation 4 $40
X1-UB151200 Xbox One $40

The Jackbox Party Pack
© 2015 teLLtaLe GaMes
The number one trivia brand of the 
digital age arrives on an all in-one 
disc that’s the perfect entertainment 

piece for your next game night or party! Don’t 
be limited by the number of controllers you 
have! Up to 100 of your friends and family can 
join the fun using their mobile device: no big 
mess of controllers needed. Once your console is 
connected to the Internet, and the game is started 
from the main menu, players simply connect to 
the “jackbox.tv” web address via their mobile 
device, and enter the 4-letter room code to enter 
the game. Rated T.
P3-TT151015 PlayStation 3 $30
P4-TT151015 PlayStation 4 $30
X1-TT151015 Xbox One $30
X3-TT151015 Xbox 360  $30

Just Cause 3
© 2015 square enix
The Mediterranean republic of Medici 
is suffering under the brutal control 
of General Di Ravello, a dictator 

with an insatiable appetite for power. Enter 
Rico Rodriguez, a man on a mission to destroy 
the General’s hold on power by any means 
necessary. With over 400 square miles of complete 
freedom from sky to seabed and a huge arsenal 
of weaponry, gadgets and vehicles, prepare to 
unleash chaos in the most creative and explosive 
ways you can imagine. Rated M.
P4-SE151200 PlayStation 4 $60
X1-SE151200 Xbox One $60

Just Dance 2016
© 2015 ubisOft
Introducing Just Dance 2016 with 40 
new tracks! Bust a move to “Uptown 
Funk” and feel the beat in “All About 

That Bass.” Just Dance 2016 features an amazing 
tracklist with visuals that are more creative and 
breathtaking than ever before. Challenge friends 
from all over the world with World Dance Floor, 
and the show is on with Karaoke mode! Sweat 
Mode is back and better than ever. Track your 
calories and time dancing with personalized 
workouts. Rated E10.
P3-UB151055 PlayStation 3 $40
P4-UB151055 PlayStation 4 $50
WI-UB151055 Wii  $40
WU-UB151055 Wii U  $50
X1-UB151055 Xbox One $50
X3-UB151055 Xbox 360  $40

Just Dance Disney 
Party 2
© 2015 ubisOft
Just Dance and Disney are back 
together, bringing the greatest dance 
game for the whole family with 

music from the hottest Disney Channel shows, 
in Just Dance: Disney Party 2! Dance like the stars 
from the most popular Disney Channel shows 
and movies. With a great selection of family 
favorite songs, fun dances, and kid-friendly 
gameplay, children of all ages can dance along 
with family and friends. Put yourself IN the show 
with choreography, costumes, and set designs. 
Rated E.
WI-UB151056 Wii  $30
WU-UB151056 Wii U  $40
X1-UB151056 Xbox One $40
X3-UB151056 Xbox 360  $30

Kung Fu Panda: 
Showdown of 
Legendary Legends
© 2015 LittLe Orbit
Everyone’s favorite panda is back in 

the third installment of DreamWorks Animation’s 
Kung Fu Panda franchise. Continuing on his now 
legendary adventures of awesomeness, Po must 
face two hugely epic, but very different threats: 
one supernatural and the other a little closer to 
home. Rated E.
3DS-LO151133 3DS  $30
P3-LO151133 PlayStation 3 $40
P4-LO151133 PlayStation 4 $50
WU-LO151133 Wii U  $40
X1-LO151133 Xbox One $50
X3-LO151133 Xbox 360  $40
 

Legend of Heroes: Trails 
of Cold Steel
© 2015 xseed
Trails of Cold Steel is the first in the 
series to tread Erebonian soil and 

explore the inner political conflicts of this oft-
mentioned powerhouse nation in detail. Players 
can enjoy school life and bond with fellow 
students to earn new abilities in battle, take 
advantage of speedy, tactical turn-based combat 
with the newly-developed “ARCUS” system, and 
uncover dramatic events that stand to change 
everything these two opposing social classes 
stand for. Rated T.
P3-XS151204 PlayStation 3 $40
PV-XS151204 PlayStation Vita $40

The Legend of Legacy
© 2105 atLus
Seven adventurers arrive on the 
mysterious island of Avalon to 

pursue their own agenda as explorers. They team 
up with two of the other adventurers to achieve 
their objectives, be it exploring the island for 
treasure, looking for the “god” on the island, or 
recovering lost memories. Things change when 
they discover a singing stone that causes the 
party to see phantasms of Avalon’s forgotten 
history. Rated E10.
3DS-AT151018 3DS  $40

Legend of Zelda: Tri 
Force Heroes
© 2015 nintendO
Three players take on the role of 

individual Link characters and team up to work 
cooperatively to solve puzzles and battle bosses 
in dungeons.Players must work together, as all 
hearts are shared by the group as a whole. All 
three Links can stack on top of one another to 
create a Totem to reach new locations to solve 
puzzles or fight enemies. Different outfits offer 
unique abilities. Rated E.
3DS-ND151019 3DS  $40

Lego Marvel Avengers  
© 2016 Warner brOs.
When Tony Stark jumpstarts a 
dormant peacekeeping program, 
things go awry and Earth’s Mightiest 

Heroes, including Iron Man, Captain America, 
Thor, The Incredible Hulk, Black Widow, and 
Hawkeye, are put to the ultimate test as they 
battle to save the planet from destruction at the 
hands of the villainous Ultron. Get set for an 
action-packed thrill ride. Rated E10.
3DS-WB160100 3DS  $30
PV-WB160100 PlayStation Vita $30
P3-WB160100 PlayStation 3 $50
P4-WB160100 PlayStation 4 $60
WU-WB160100 Wii U  $50
X1-WB160100 Xbox One $60
X3-WB160100 Xbox 360  $50
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Let’s Sing 2016
© 2015 MaxiMuM GaMes
Grab your mic and sing your heart 
out! Featuring 35 chart hits from some 
of the world’s biggest artists, Let’s 

Sing gives you the stage to be the star you know 
you are! Play with friends and go head to head in 
Battle mode or put your talents together in Duet 
mode. With 7 exciting ways to play, the party 
never stops! Rated T.
P4-MX151132 PlayStation 4 $40
WI-MX151132 Wii U  $40

Let’s Sing 2016 Bundle 
with Microphone
© 2015 MaxiMuM GaMes
Grab your mic and sing your 

heart out! Featuring 35 chart hits from some of 
the world’s biggest artists, Let’s Sing gives you 
the stage to be the star you know you are! Play 
with friends and go head to head in Battle mode 
or put your talents together in Duet mode. With 
7 exciting ways to play, the party never stops! 
Rated T.
P4-MX151131 PlayStation 4 $50
WI-MS151131 Wii U  $50

Life is Strange
© 2016 square enix 
Life is Strange is the compelling story 
of Max, a Senior photography student 
who suddenly discovers she is able to 

rewind time. She uses her power to save the life 
of Chloe, her childhood friend, whom she has not 
seen in five years. For Chloe it’s been a turbulent 
time and she’s been drifting off course since 
her father’s tragic death. The reunion will turn 
their lives upside down, as increasingly strange 
events plague the small town of Arcadia Bay both 
teenagers find themselves involved in a grim 
investigation into the mysterious disappearance 
of a high school student. Rated M.
P4-SE160103 PlayStation 4 $30
X1-SE160103 Xbox One $30

Lords of the Fallen 
Complete Edition
© 2015 city interactive
In an unforgiving world where no sin 
is ever forgotten, Harkyn, a convicted 

criminal, is given a chance for redemption. Just 
when rulers of the world get close to finding a 
way to banish all evil from humans, an army of 
the long-ago defeated god attacks the human 
realm. Released from prison, Harkyn and his 
mentor, Kaslo, set out on a mission to stop the 
war. In his journey, Harkyn will forge strong 
alliances and face even stronger enemies. He 
will learn the true power of the Rhogar Lords - 
commanders of god’s army. He will even bring 
the battle to the Rhogar, travelling to the heart of 
the demonic dimension.Will the god manage to 
enslave humans again? Is mankind really able to 
banish evil? Will Harkyn’s sins ever be forgiven? 
Rated M.
P4-CI151020 PlayStation 4 $30
X1-CI151020 Xbox One $30

Madden NFL 16
© 2015 eLectrOnic arts
Be the playmaker in Madden NFL 
16 with all-new controls that allow 
you to dominate in the battle for 

air supremacy. New QB mechanics including 
body-relative throws and touch passes provide 
unprecedented depth and control while under 
center.  Combined with a new risk/reward catch 
and pass-defend system, get ready for the biggest 
WOW moments in franchise history. Rated E.
P3-EA150806 PlayStation 3 $60
P4-EA150806 PlayStation 4 $60
X1-EA150806 Xbox One $60
X3-EA150806 Xbox 360  $60

Mario & Luigi: Paper 
Jam  
© 2016 nintendO
The denizens of Paper Mario 

are spilling out of the pages of a mysterious 
book and making mischief in the Mushroom 
Kingdom. You’ll call on the talents of Mario, 
Luigi, and Paper Mario to solve puzzles, track 
Toads, chase Nabbit, race Yoshi, and more in a 
variety of quests to separate and save the two 
worlds. Looking for a change of pace? ... er, 
tempo? Challenge giant bosses using a combo of 
rhythm-based micro-games and an equally giant 
papercraft robot. Rated E.
3DS-ND160102 3DS  $40

Mario Tennis: Ultra 
Smash
© 2015 nintendO
In Mario Tennis: Ultra Smash, tennis 
meets the outrageous action of the 

Super Mario series. Smash the ball down the 
court with the new Jumpshot and gain a HUGE 
advantage over opponents in a brand-new mode, 
Mega Battle, by grabbing a Mega Mushroom. 
Outwit your rivals and challenge friends to 
singles and doubles matches as your favorite 
Mushroom Kingdom character! Rated E.
WU-ND151130 Wii U  $50

Mega Man Legacy 
Collection  
© 2016 capcOM
Mega Man Legacy Collection is 
a celebration of 8-bit history. The 

collection features six classic games in one 
including a new Challenge Mode that remixes 
levels for a whole new gaming experience. 
Rated E.
3DS-CP160209 3DS  $30
P4-CP160209 PlayStation 4 $30
X1-CP160209 Xbox One $30

Megadimension 
Nepunia VII
© 2016 idea factOry
G.C. 2015. Gamindustri has entered 
a precarious season known as the 

CPU Shift Period. During this time of social 
unrest, deprecating rumors about the CPUs have 
begun to saturate Gamindustri. Neptune and the 
others worry the citizens will soon call for new 
leaders to replace them and that their rule will 
end. In these critical moments for Plane tune, 
Neptune, and Nepgear mysteriously disappear. 
Their destination is a divergent world, nearing 
its catastrophic end, called the Zero Dimension. 
They encounter the last remaining CPU of this 
world, UzumeTennouboshi, who is desperately 
waging a lonely battle against a colossal evil 
known as the Dark CPU. Will Neptune and 
Nepgear be able to work together with Uzumein 
in order to save Zero Dimension from tragedy? 
Rated T.
P4-IF160210 PlayStation 4 $60

Mighty No. 9
© 2016 deep siLver
In a world of advanced robotic 
engineering, nine robot siblings 
known as the ‘Mighty Numbers’ 

rule in the Battle Colosseum. But when a sudden 
act of cyber terror turns the battle robots into 
rampaging menaces, it’s up to Beck, the lone 
member of the team unaffected by the virus to 
save the future of humanity! Rated E10.
P4-DS160211 PlayStation 4 $30
WU-DS160211 Wii U  $30
X1-DS160211 Xbox One $30

Minecraft: Story Mode
© 2015 teLLtaLe GaMes
As Jesse, you’ll embark on a perilous 
adventure across the Over world, 
through the Nether, to the End, 

and beyond. You and your friends revere the 
legendary Order of the Stone: Warrior, Redstone 
Engineer, Griefer, and Architect; slayers of the 
Ender Dragon. While at EnderCon in hopes 
of meeting Gabriel the Warrior, you and your 
friends discover that something is wrong. 
something dreadful. Terror is unleashed, and you 
must find The Order of the Stone if you are to 
save your world from oblivion. Rated E10.
P3-TT151021 PlayStation 3 $30
P4-TT151021 PlayStation 4 $30
X1-TT151021 Xbox One $30
X3-TT151021 Xbox 360  $30
 

Moco Moco Friends
© 2015 aKsys
An exciting twist on the adventure 
RPG genre, build your skills and 

amass loads of cuddly monsters to become the 
ultimate Moppet Master! Battle against your 
rivals, scavenge items, venture through massive 
dungeons. Evolve your Moppet monters and 
travel with your companions across the magical 
realm of Dreamt ropy! Rated E.
3DS-AK151129 3DS  $40
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Monster High: New 
Ghoul in School
© 2015 LittLe Orbit
Roam the halls of Monster High 

in full 3D and join the student bodies and begin 
your dead-ucation as the newest ghoul in school! 
Rated E.
3DS-LO151128 3DS  $30
P3-LO151128 PlayStation 3 $40
WI-LO151128 Wii  $30
WU-LO151128 Wii U  $40
X3-LO151128 Xbox 360  $40

MX vs. ATV Supercross 
Encore Edition
© 2015 nOrdic GaMes
Rip, jump, and scrub your way on 
over 30 tracks and try to cross the 

finish line first against more than 60 official 
riders to attain all that motocross glory. Choose 
between bikes or ATVs, multiple game modes 
including Career, single races, Free Ride, and 
online multiplayer events with up to 12 players. 
Perform amazing tricks to impress your fans or 
just “whip” over jumps to finish the race first. 
Customize your rider with items from more than 
80 licensed motocross companies and kick up dirt 
and dust on your way to victory. Over 30 Tracks 
including challenging Supercross tracks and 
bonus outdoor tracks from MX vs. ATV Alive! 
Rated E.
P4-NG151022 PlayStation 4 $30

Naruto Shippuden: 
Ultimate Ninja Storm 4 
© 2016 naMcO
As every good story comes to an 
end, Naruto Shippuden: Ultimate Ninja 

Storm 4 is going to be the most incredible Storm 
game released to date! Players around the world 
will experience the exhilarating adventures of 
Naruto Uzumaki like never before! The latest 
opus in the acclaimed Storm series will take 
gamers on a breathtaking and epic ride with new 
features like Change Leader System and Wall-
run. For the first time ever, the world of Naruto 
will also take advantage of the graphics power 
of the new generation systems. This is just the 
beginning and more characters and features will 
be announced in the future! Rated T.
P4-NM160216 PlayStation 4 $60
X1-NM160216 Xbox One $60

Need for Speed
© 2015 eLectrOnic arts
Need for Speed delivers on what 
fans have been requesting and 
what the franchise stands for: deep 

customization, an authentic open world filled 
with real world car culture, and a narrative that 
drives your game. Ventura Bay is your urban 
playground - from sweeping hillside roads 
overlooking the city, to the police infested urban 
districts with tight city corners - the city comes 
alive while others sleep. Home to five real world 
automotive icons, the heroes of today’s car 
culture, they will inspire you, push you, and test 
you. Build your reputation and earn their respect 
on your journey to become the ultimate icon. 
Rated E10.
P4-EA151107 PlayStation 4 $60
X1-EA151107 Xbox One $60

Nitroplus Blasterz: 
Heroines Infinite Duel
© 2016 xseed
Players can select a main fighter 
and two partner characters from a 

roster of Nitro plus’s most popular ladies and 
jump right into fast-paced combat that’s as easy 
to learn as it is deep and difficult to master. An 
ancient unknown entity stirs to life, unravelling 
the very fabric of reality and causing disparate 
dimensions to intertwine. She draws in women 
from all of these unsettled universes in the vain 
hope that one of them will assuage her boredom 
and convince her to spare all of their worlds from 
total destruction. Rated T.
P4-XS160109 PlayStation 4 $40

Norn9: Var Commons
© 2015 aKsys
Welcome to a world beyond 
imagination. Peace rules all. War 
and famine are relics of the past. 

Traverse a utopian world where your choices and 
relationships forge the path before you. Rated T.
PV-AK151124 PlayStation Vita $40

One Piece: Pirate 
Warriors 3 
© 2015 naMcO
One Piece: Pirate Warriors 3 allows 
you to re-live the original One Piece 

story from Fuchsia village, where everything 
started, to the kingdom of Dress Rosa, a 
mysterious island dominated by the evil Don 
Quixote Do flamingo. Do you have what it takes 
to defeat the most dangerous pirates, including 
Do flamingo? Gather every member of the Straw 
Hat Crew and sail to the most emblematic places 
and enter the most epic battles. Rated T.
P4-NM150807 PlayStation 4 $60

Paddington: 
Adventures in London
© 2015 square enix
Paddington Bear is well-loved 

by fans all over the world, and now you can 
experience Paddington’s adventure yourself on 
the Nintendo 3DS. You will be able to visit all 
the iconic London locations from the film and 
discover what it takes to become a true English 
gentleman. Designed for all ages, Paddington is 
the perfect adventure for the family. Rated E.
3DS-SE150808 3DS  $30

Peanuts Movie: 
Snoopy’s Grand 
Adventure
© 2015 activisiOn
Lead Snoopy on a grand adventure 

through worlds full of imagination to help him 
find Charlie Brown and all of his friends! Play 
alone or with friends. Rated E.
3DS-AC151111 3DS  $30
P4-AC151111 PlayStation 4 $50
WU-AC151111 Wii U  $40
X1-AC151111 Xbox One $50
X3-AC151111 Xbox 360  $40

Persona 4: Dancing All 
Night 
© 2015 atLus
Persona 4: Dancing All Night is a story-
driven music game. Replacing the 

RPG elements are dance battles that challenge 
players’ dexterity and accuracy, as they tap 
out re-mixes of fan-favorite themes and brand 
new music tracks. The storyline continues from 
after the events of Persona 4, when the teenage 
mega-idol, Rise Kujikawa, returns to the city to 
re-take her show biz career. During that time, a 
strange video appears on the internet and the 
unfortunate people who watched it have gone 
missing! Members of Kanamin Kitchen, Rise’s 
junior idol group, have disappeared and it’s up to 
the Investigation team to mount a rescue mission. 
Rated T.
PV-AT150916 PlayStation Vita $50

Plants vs Zombies: 
Garden Warfare 2 
© 2016 eLectrOnic arts
The battle for suburbia grows to crazy 
new heights in Plants vs. Zombies: 

Garden Warfare 2! In this hilarious, action-
packed shooter, zombie leader Dr. Zomboss has 
strengthened his horde and rebuilt suburbia as 
a zombie utopia. But hope remains, because for 
the first time the plants are taking the offensive 
in an all-out attack to reclaim their turf. Play as 
the plants in the all-new 24-player Herbal Assault 
mode, or choose your side in 4-player co-op or 
Solo Play! Rated E10.
EA160212  DVR/WIN $60
P4-EA160212 PlayStation 4 $60
X1-EA160212 Xbox One $60
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Pokemon Super 
Mystery Dungeon
© 2015 nintendO
In Pokemon Super Mystery Dungeon, 

players will be transformed into one of twenty 
Pokemon characters as they set out on an 
adventure in a world inhabited solely by the 
720 discovered Pokemon. This game boasts 
hours of replay-ability as each dungeon is 
randomly generated so you’ll never explore the 
same dungeon twice as you unravel this tale of 
adventure and mystery. Rated E.
3DS-ND151117 3DS  $40

Pro Evolution Soccer 
2016
© 2015 KOnaMi
Pro Evolution Soccer 2016 aims 

to deliver quality gameplay following ‘The 
Pitch is Ours’ mantra. The physicality of the 
modern game has been realized in PES 2016 
with a significantly improved collision system, 
calculating how players interact, creating a 
unique outcome depending on type of impact. 
With the new physicality system, aerial battles 
are a completely unique experience this year. 
Performing a tackle at the perfect time will 
powerfully shove the player out of the way to 
secure the ball, creating direct turnarounds and 
counter opportunities. Intelligent player AI 
allows two to three player combination plays to 
be available by the improved concept of team 
strategy which depends on the type of tactic you 
set for your team. Rated E.
P3-KO150917 PlayStation 3 $50
P4-KO150917 PlayStation 4 $60
X1-KO150917 Xbox One $60
X3-KO150917 Xbox 360  $50

Project X Zone 2  
© 2016 naMcO
Project X Zone 2 gives gamers the 
opportunity to play as their favorite 

characters from a multitude of franchises and 
form teams of characters hailing from classic and 
current franchises and engage enemies through 
strategic turn-based battles. Rated T.
3DS-NM160213 3DS  $40

Rare Replay
© 2015 MicrOsOft
Thirty great games in one epic 
collection. As you brawl with the 
Battletoads, grab Jiggies in Banjo-

Kazooie and fight the future in Perfect Dark, 
you’ll uncover bonus content and exclusive looks 
at the creation of Rare Replay’s hits. Master the 
basics or test your skills with all-new snapshot 
challenges and 10,000 Gamerscore. Gaming’s 
greatest are back! Rated M.
X1-MS150809 Xbox One $30

Resident Evil Origins 
Collection
© 2016 capcOM
The intense horror fans first 
experienced with the release of the 

original Resident Evil is back. Taking place in the 
now notorious Raccoon City, players will choose 
to take on the role of either S.T.A.R.S. (Special 
Tactics and Rescue Service) team member Chris 
Redfield or Jill Valentine, who have been sent into 
the city to find the missing Bravo team. When the 
team is suddenly attacked by a ferocious group 
of mutated dogs, desperate for an escape they 
take shelter in the Mansion, but will they ever 
get out alive again? Players will need to be brave 
as they adventure through the dark, enclosed 
spaces searching out the horrors that await them. 
With limited ammo and survival items available 
gamers will need to keep their wits about them to 
survive the various traps and puzzles that greet 
them at every stage. Rated M.
P4-CP160106 PlayStation 4 $40
X1-CP160106 Xbox One $40

Return To Popolocrois: 
Story of Seasons 
Fairytale
© 2016 xseed

Grow and harvest crops, catch bugs, quarry for 
precious gems, synthesize items, tend livestock, 
forge relationships with locals and more, all 
performed in real time throughout the adventure. 
The game features classically-styled turn-based 
combat and towns full of lively and interesting 
NPCs who contribute to a heartwarming 
narrative. Ample farming and life simulation 
elements such as crop-raising, bug-catching, rock 
quarrying, item synthesis and more round out the 
experience. Rated E10.
3DS-XS160214 3DS  $40

Rise of the Tomb Raider  
© 2015 MicrOsOft
After uncovering an ancient mystery, 
Lara Croft embarks on a journey 
throughout the most treacherous and 

remote regions of the world to find the secret of 
immortality. Forming powerful new alliances 
and relying on her intellect and survival skills, 
Lara will ultimately embrace her fate as the 
Tomb Raider. Featuring epic, high-octane action 
moments set in the most beautifully hostile 
environments on earth, Rise of the Tomb Raider 
delivers a cinematic survival action adventure 
where you will join Lara Croft on her first tomb 
raiding expedition and witness the rise of an icon. 
Rated M.
X1-MS151108 Xbox One $60
X3-MS151108 Xbox 360  $50

Rock Band 4 
© 2015 Mad catz
Rock Band 4 delivers the ecstatic rush 
of a live band performance like never 
before. With Freestyle Guitar Solos, 

Dynamic Drum Fills, and Vocal Improvisation, 
you can add your personal signature to every 
track. Ignite the crowd with blistering guitar licks 
and legendary drum solos, and enhance every 
song with your own vocal spin. And as you work 
together with bandmates, you’ll build your Stage 
Presence to earn in-game rewards. Headlined 
by a world-class soundtrack with some of rock’s 
biggest acts, Rock Band 4 is the defining music 
game of this generation. 
Rated T.
P4-MC151023 PlayStation 4 $60
X1-MC151023 Xbox One $80

Rodea the Sky Soldier
© 2015 nis aMerica
1,000 years ago, Emperor Gerardo 
of the Naga Empire sent an army of 
machine soldiers to invade the sky 

kingdom of Garuda. Thanks to the efforts of 
Princess Cecilia and Rodeo, a machine soldier 
who promised to protect Garuda, Emperor 
Gerardo’s assault was thwarted. In present day, 
a spirited inventor named Ion discovers an 
abandoned robot that has fallen into disrepair in 
the heart of a scorching desert. Upon completing 
her repairs, the robot stirs to life and reveals itself 
to be none other than Rodeo. Rated E10.
3DS-NS151024 3DS  $40
WU-NS151024 Wii U  $60

Samurai Warriors 4-II
© 2015 KOEI
Samurai Warriors 4-II is a hero-
focused saga. Unlike the previous 
Samurai Warriors games that focused 

on delivering their narrative by exploring the 
various regions of feudal Japan, this title casts 
a spotlight on the characters themselves, and 
tells their stories through thirteen exciting new 
chapters. Rated T.
P4-KO151025 PlayStation 4 $50

Shovel Knight
© 2015 u&i entertainMent
Shovel Knight is a sweeping classic 
action adventure game with awesome 
gameplay, memorable characters, 

and an 8-bit retro aesthetic. You play as the 
eponymous Shovel Knight, a small knight with a 
huge quest. Shovel Knight has come to this valley 
with two goals: to defeat the evil Enchantress and 
save his lost beloved. He wields a Shovel Blade, 
a multipurpose weapon whose techniques have 
now been lost to the ages. Always honest and 
helpful, Shovel Knight is a shining example of 
the code of Shovelry: Slash Mercilessly and Dig 
Tirelessly! Rated E.
3DS-UI151026 3DS  $20
P4-UI151026 PlayStation 4 $20
WU-UI151026 Wii U  $20
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Splatoon
© 2015 nintendO
Splatter enemies and claim your turf 
as ink-spraying, squid-like Inklings 
in Nintendo’s ultimate mess-fest! 
Challenge players in chaotic 4-on-4 

turf wars and unleash squid powers to ink your 
way to victory. May the best mess win. Rated E10.
WU-ND150613 Wii U  $60

Star Wars: Battlefront
© 2015 eLectrOnic arts
Feeling the ominous thud of an AT-AT 
stomping down on the frozen tundra 
of Hoth. Rebel forces firing blasters 

as Imperial speeder bikes zip through the lush 
forests of Endor. Intense dogfights between 
squadrons of X-wings and TIE fighters filling 
the skies. Immerse yourself in the epic Star Wars 
battles you’ve always dreamed of and create 
new heroic moments of your own in Star Wars: 
Battlefront. Rated T.
P4-EA151112 PlayStation 4 $60
X1-EA151112 Xbox One $60

Street Fighter V 
© 2016 capcOM
The legendary fighting franchise 
returns with Street Fighter V! Stunning 
visuals depict the next generation of 

World Warriors in unprecedented detail, while 
exciting and accessible battle mechanics deliver 
endless fighting fun that both beginners and 
veterans can enjoy. Challenge friends online, or 
compete for fame and glory on the Capcom Pro 
Tour. Rated T.
P4-CP160215 PlayStation 4 $60

Super Mario Maker   
© 2015 nintendO
The Mario experience of your 
dreams has arrived and is bursting 
with creativity! Play a near-limitless 

number of intensely creative Super Mario levels 
from players around the world. It’s easy enough 
to create your own levels that it may feel like 
you’re simply sketching out your ideas on paper, 
but you can now bring enemies and objects into 
a playable course in ways you could only dream 
of before. What was impossible in traditional 
Mario games is now impossibly fun, so let your 
imagination run wild! Rated E.
WU-EA151011 Wii U  $60

Superbeat: XONiC
© 2015 pM studiOs
Superbeat: XONiC will rock players’ 
worlds as they will be able to 
experience over 45 music tracks 

and boogie through 200 different play patterns! 
Depending on your skill level, you can choose 
between 4TRAX (beginner), 6TRAX, and 6TRAX 
FX (master). The handy tutorial mode will always 
be available as well. Are you ready to groove to a 
fantastic music selection and master the monster 
patterns thrown at you? Get your skills up with 
Free Style for endless game play! Rated T.
PV-PM151027 PlayStation Vita $40

Tales of Zestiria 
© 2015 naMcO
A brand new adventure awaits in 
a fantasy world filled with magic, 
knights, dragons and mystery in Tales 

of Zestiria. Two nations fight for supremacy and 
the fate of the realm lies in the hands of Sorey, 
an inquisitive young adventurer who takes on 
the burden of becoming the Shepherd, the one 
the legends foretold would become the savior of 
all. Together with Lailah, the Lady of the Lake, 
who guards the Sacred Blade, and his best friend 
Mikleo, Sorey soon discovers a powerful force 
rising in the shadows. Rated T.
P3-NM151028 PlayStation 3 $50
P4-NM151028 PlayStation 4 $60

The Talos Principle: 
Deluxe Edition
© 2015 u&i entertainMent
The Talos Principle is a philosophical 
first-person puzzle game. As if 

awakening from a deep sleep, you find yourself 
in a strange, contradictory world of ancient ruins 
and advanced technology. Tasked by your creator 
with solving a series of increasingly complex 
puzzles, you must decide whether to have faith, 
or to ask the difficult questions: Who are you? 
What is your purpose And what are you going to 
do about it? Overcome more than 120 immersive 
puzzles in a stunning world. Divert drones, 
disable turrets, and even replicate time to prove 
your worth - or to find a way out. Explore a story 
about humanity, technology, and civilization. 
Uncover clues, devise theories, and make up your 
own mind. Choose your own path through the 
game’s non-linear world, solving puzzles your 
way. But remember: choices have consequences 
and somebody’s always watching you. Rated E.
P4-UI151029 PlayStation 4 $50

Tearaway Unfolded
© 2015 sOny
Join forces with Atoi the Messenger 
in a daring quest to deliver a top-
secret message. Unfold her magical 

papery world, save her pals in peril and battle the 
monsters trying to stop her delivery! Overflowing 
with PS4-exclusive features, surprises, and 
secrets, you don’t just play Tearaway Unfolded. 
You’re in it! Rated E.
P4-SO150919 PlayStation 4 $40

Terraria
© 2015 505 GaMes
Welcome to Terraria! Explore vast and 
vibrant worlds with your friends, and 
face the treacherous perils of Terraria 

including hundreds of twisted foes, magical 
creatures, and mighty final bosses. Dig to literally 
the ends of the earth and then craft with what 
you discover to make amazing armor, weapons 
and other items. Build fantastic dwellings with 
only your imagination as your limit. The world is 
your canvas! Rated T.
P3-FG150606 PlayStation 3 $20
PV-FG150606 PlayStation Vita $20

Tetris Ultimate
© 2015 ubisOft
The world’s most-loved puzzle game 
is better than ever in Tetris Ultimate. 
With six exciting modes plus an 

exclusive challenge mode on the handheld 
version, fun new features, and unique visuals, the 
evolution of this iconic game is the ultimate must-
have on Playstation Vita. Rated E.
PV-UB150613 PlayStation Vita $30

Tom Clancy’s Rainbow 
Six Siege
© 2015 ubisOft
Rainbow Six Siege is an intense, new 
approach to the first-person shooter 

experience. Choose from a variety of unique 
Counter-Terrorist Operators and master their 
abilities as you lead your team through tense, 
thrilling, and destructive team-based combat. 
Rated M.
UB151209  DVR/WIN $60
P4-UB151209 PlayStation 4 $60
X1-UB151209 Xbox One $60

Tony Hawk’s Pro 
Skater 5 
© 2015 activisiOn
Tony Hawk’s Pro Skater 5 offers a fresh 
take on combo-driven skateboarding, 

the most advanced multiplayer experience, and a 
state-of-the-art skatepark builder. Ride, build, and 
repeat! Rated T.
P3-AC151114 PlayStation 3 $40
X3-AC151114 Xbox 360 $40
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Toy Soldiers: War Chest 
Hall of Fame Edition
© 2015 ubisOft
Toy Soldiers: War Chest Hall of Fame 
Edition is a fast-paced genre-bending 

mix of strategy defense and action gameplay that 
brings to life the iconic toys and action figures 
from your childhood. Lead He-Man, G.I. Joe, 
and other toy armies into legendary battles and 
protect your toy box from increasingly devious 
and powerful foes. Modify your loadout to fit 
your playstyle and earn upgrades while fighting 
in the main campaign, or grab a friend and take 
the fight online in multiplayer. Rated T.
P4-UB150810 PlayStation 4 $30
X1-UB150810 Xbox One $30

Transformers: 
Devastation
© 2015 activisiOn
The Transformers are back in a 
game like none other. The Autobots 

face off against Decepticons when Megatron 
discovers a way to harness the enormous power 
of Plasma Energy to Cyberform Earth. Play again 
and again. Five difficulty levels with overhauls 
in enemy composition, combined with a deep 
customization system, means hours of intense 
gameplay. Rated T.
P3-AC151030 PlayStation 3 $50
P4-AC151030 PlayStation 4 $50
X1-AC151030 Xbox One $50
X3-AC151030 Xbox 360  $50

Uncharted: The Nathan 
Drake Collection
© 2015 sOny
Experience one of the most revered 
game series of all time as you follow 

the perilous journey of Nathan Drake across the 
globe, from humble beginnings to extraordinary 
discoveries. Meet an unforgettable cast of 
characters as Drake puts life and friendship on 
the line in a race against ruthless enemies to 
uncover unimaginable treasure. Uncharted: The 
Nathan Drake Collection includes the single 
player campaigns for Uncharted Drake’s Fortune, 
Uncharted 2: Among Thieves, and Uncharted 3: 
Drake’s Deception. Play as Nathan Drake across 
a trilogy of thrilling, white-knuckle adventures. 
Experience Drake’s relationships with those 
closest to him, as he struggles to balance 
adventure and family. Rated T.
P4-SO151031 PlayStation 4 $60

Until Dawn
© 2015 sOny
Eight friends trapped together on a 
remote mountain retreat, and they 
aren’t alone. Gripped by dread, with 

tensions running high, they must fight through 
their fear if they all hope to make through the 
night in one piece. Play as each of the eight 
characters and experience fear like you never 
have before. Every decision you make in your 
terrifying search for answers could mean the 
difference between life and death, but for whom? 
Your actions alone will decide who survives Until 
Dawn. Rated M.
P4-SO150811 PlayStation 4 $60

Wasteland 2: 
Director’s Cut
© 2015 deep siLver
Immerse yourself in turn-based 
tactical combat that will test the 

very limits of your strategy skills as you fight to 
survive a desolate world where brute strength 
alone isn’t enough to save you. Deck out 
your Ranger squad with the most devastating 
weaponry this side of the fallout zone and get 
ready for maximum destruction with the RPG-
style character advancement and customization 
that made the first Wasteland so brutal. Save an 
ally from certain death or let them perish, the 
choice is yours, but so are the consequences. The 
Wasteland’s hellish landscape has been waiting 
for you to make your mark or die trying. 
Rated M.
P4-DS151032 PlayStation 4 $40
X1-DS151032 Xbox One $40

WRC5
© 2015 MaxiMuM GaMes
Whether speeding along dirt, asphalt, 
mud, snow or ice, for the first time, 
the road surfaces have a real impact 

on car behavior thanks to a new physics and 
rendering system. You also have to learn how 
to fine-tune your vehicle to handle the weather 
conditions and dynamic lighting. Experience 
an even more immersive 2015 season with 
championship drivers, cars and special stages. 
Drive with precision along the snow-covered 
roads of Sweden and the rocky roads of Mexico, 
and take on the rally legends in 65 unique special 
stages in the entirely overhauled Career mode. 
Rated E.
P3-MX151115 PlayStation 3 $40
P4-MX151115 PlayStation 4 $50
X1-MX151115 Xbox One $50
X3-MX151115 Xbox 360  $40

WWE 2K16
© 2015 2K GaMes
The authority in WWE video games 
returns with WWE 2K16! The newest 
addition to the flagship WWE 

franchise will deliver authentic, high-powered 
and hard-hitting action, including fan-favorite 
features and new WWE Superstars, Divas and 
Legends, gameplay innovations, presentation 
updates, and more. Rated T.
P3-TK151033 PlayStation 3 $60
P4-TK151033 PlayStation 4 $60
X3-TK151033 Xbox 360  $60
X1-TK151033 Xbox One $60

Xenoblase Chronicles X
© 2015 nintendO
Fight for survival while exploring the 
vast expanses of an unknown planet 
where anything you see is reachable 
in your weaponized mech, called a 

Skell. Customize a lethal skill set of combat and 
defensive skills, called Arts, to strengthen your 
strategies and defeat enemies efficiently. Attack 
your enemies from multiple directions using 
melee weapons, guns, and your greatest asset — 
your tactical mind. Rated T.
WU-ND151208 Wii U $60

Yo-kai Watch
© 2015 nintendO
Hundreds of sometimes spooky, 
sometimes cute and usually 

mischievous Yo-kai secretly inhabit our world. 
From flaming feline Yo-kai to three-headed 
bosses, they’re hiding everywhere! Discover these 
secret tricksters to battle and befriend them. Then 
turn them into a team on your Yo-kai Watch and 
take down troublemaking Yo-kai to help people 
in need. Rated E10+.
3DS-ND151122 3DS  $40

Yoshi’s Woolly World
© 2015 nintendO
Set off through a wild woolly world 
in this grand Yoshi adventure! A 
treasure trove of clever handicraft 

stages are ready for you to explore. Unravel their 
secrets and color your world with a spectrum of 
yarn balls to knit new paths and get every last 
collectible. Rated E.
WU-ND151205 Wii U $50












